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The course will investigate the 
systemic connections between 
California and Nebraska within 
the framework of water for food.

How are they connected?
 
What forces and agents affect
the other? 

How can these be visualized
and communicated?



 
Concept Pitch: CA <> N 
Water + Food + System =
Concept Mapping

Outcome: realization of topic
for final project. Clarity. 
Direction

“Messy” exploratory first draft
of designs for Project 01 + 02 
with an emphasis on content
development, realization of
visual language.



Water + Food
Visualizing the Food Industry + Mapping Systems

This course will be a collaborative design research project with 
advanced graphic design students from University of Nebraska–
Lincoln and San Francisco State University.

The course will investigate the systemic connections between
California and Nebraska within the framework of water for food. 
How are they connected? 
What forces and agents affect the other?
How can these be visualized and communicated?

The outcome is a small exhibit during The 40th annual Center for 
Great Plains Studies Symposium, DROUGHT at UNL April 1–4, 
2014. This exhibit will show various visualizations of the relation-
ships between these two regions concerning water and food.

Themes for Exploration
Graphic Design + Social Responsibility
Food + System 
Feeding the Future
Sustainability / Viability
Conservation / Preservation
Designer as Witness / Documentarian
Designer as Journalist 
 
Publications + Exhibitions
Low tech. Designing Content 
Information Visualized
Exploring Visual Language + Provoking Messaging
What does it mean to publish?
Who is the audience?
What message, story or narrative are you sending?
How is the message received?
What is being communicated. 
What stories need to be told?



Project 02 – [100 points] 
Visualizing Systems / WATER + SYSTEM
Mappa Nutrimens / Poster + Data Visualizations Display
Osé along long wall at the DROUGHT symposium.
Each student has a section to display during the symposium
Consider sequencing and narrative what connects your work 
to your neighbors? Allow for commentary / interactivity.

Assignment 01 – [50 points] 
Writing the Future / Food & 2064
The year is 2064, describe what you imagine the future of food
to be like. How much water is available for food production, 
processing, packaging and distribution?

Assignment 02 – [50 points] 
Collaborative Typologies
Design a typology of assigned theme and it’s intersection with FOOD 
SFSU / UNL Students exchange assignments

Assignment 03 – [50 points] 
Visualizing Patterns + Connections
Create daily record of use of water. 
Create an inventory of everything in your home that has corn it.

Assignment 04 – [50 points] 
Concept Pitch: CA <> N 
Water + Food + System = Concept Mapping
Outcome: realization of topic for final project 
“Messy” exploratory first draft of designs for Project 01 + 02 
with a topic emphasis on content development

Project 01 – [100 points] 
Visualizing Systems / WATER + FOOD + SYSTEM 
Collaborative Publication Design / ZINE
Mappa cibum et aquam
 

Project 03 – [100 points] 
Process Book / Course Portfolio
Documentation of your investigation and developments

Exercise 01 – [25 points] 
Image Library / Water / Visual Research Archive 
Creating an Open Source Gallery, Organized by 
12 Themes

Exercise 02 – [25 points] 
Mapping “Power Steer” / Visualizing Narrative
Michael Pollen purchases a calf and tells the
story of it’s life.

Exercise 03 – [25 points] 
Mapping “King Corn” / Distilling Narrative 
Ian and Kurt raise an acre of corn in Iowa. 
Describe the systems at play.

Exercise 03 – [25 points] 
Interactive Potluck / Share Food 
Make something to eat to share. Document
and map the processes and systems

Exercises

Developing Research
Strategies + Methodologies
for Designing Content

Exercises + Assignments + Projects

Assignments

Creative Thinking / 
Visualization Processes

Deliverables

Publication / Presentation
Exhibition at DROUGHT 
Symposium + Documentation



Themes / Intersections
 

information
mobility
wellness
nourishment
shelter
entertainment
waste
energy
commerce
governance
security

systems water
food



Exercise 01 – [25 points] 
Image Library / Water / Visual Research Archive 
Creating an Open Source Gallery, Organized by 
12 Themes

Exercise 02 – [25 points] 
Mapping “Power Steer” / Visualizing Narrative
Michael Pollen purchases a calf and tells the
story of it’s life.

Exercise 03 – [25 points] 
Mapping “King Corn” / Distilling Narrative 
Ian and Kurt raise an acre of corn in Iowa. 
Describe the systems at play.

Exercise 03 – [25 points] 
Interactive Potluck / Share Food 
Make something to eat to share. Document
and map the processes and systems

Exercises

Developing Research
Strategies + Methodologies
for Designing Content



Assignment 01 – [50 points] 
Writing the Future / Food & 2064
The year is 2064, describe what you imagine the future of food
to be like. How much water is available for food production, 
processing, packaging and distribution?

Assignment 02 – [50 points] 
Collaborative Typologies
Design a typology of assigned theme and it’s intersection with FOOD 
SFSU / UNL Students exchange assignments

Assignment 03 – [50 points] 
Visualizing Patterns + Connections
Create daily record of use of water. 
Create an inventory of everything in your home that has corn it.

Assignment 04 – [50 points] 
Concept Pitch: CA <> N 
Water + Food + System = Concept Mapping
Outcome: realization of topic for final project 
“Messy” exploratory first draft of designs for Project 01 + 02 
with a topic emphasis on content development

Assignments

Creative Thinking / 
Visualization Processes



Project 02 – [100 points] 
Visualizing Systems / WATER + SYSTEM
Mappa Nutrimens / Poster + Data Visualizations Display
Osé along long wall at the DROUGHT symposium.
Each student has a section to display during the symposium
Consider sequencing and narrative what connects your work 
to your neighbors? Allow for commentary / interactivity.

Project 01 – [100 points] 
Visualizing Systems / WATER + FOOD + SYSTEM 
Collaborative Publication Design / ZINE
Mappa cibum et aquam
 

Project 03 – [100 points] 
Process Book / Course Portfolio
Documentation of your investigation and developments

Projects / Deliverables

Publication / Presentation 
Exhibition at DROUGHT 
Symposium + Documentation
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Symposium Topics
Global context for drought in similar environments
Impacts on human health

Influence/impacts in the Canadian Prairies

Ecosystem health

Mental health and drought

Agriculture and livestock impacts

The Dust Bowl and drought history

Drought in literature and art

Changing climate and weather

Native American impacts

Settlements, migration impacts 

Speakers
The symposium features more than 40 distinguished speakers including:

Ian Frazier, The New Yorker
Richard Hornbeck, Harvard University
Erwin De Nys and Nathan Engle, World Bank
NOAA: Annarita Mariotti, Climate Program Office,
Claudia Nierenberg, Climate Assessments and Services,
and Marty Hoerling, Earth System Research Laboratory
Michelle Podgornik, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Theib Oweis,  International Center for Agricultural Research in the 
Dry Areas
Jason Clay, World Wildlife Fund
Kristen Averyt, Western Water Assessment



What Is Transdisciplinary Research?

Transdisciplinary research is, essentially, team science.
In a transdisciplinary research endeavor, scientists contribute 
their unique expertise but work entirely outside their own 
discipline. They strive to understand the complexities of
the whole project, rather than one part of it.

Transdisciplinary research allows investigators to transcend 
their own disciplines to inform one another’s work, capture 
complexity, and create new intellectual spaces.

What’s The Difference?

Transdisciplinary Research
Collaboration in which exchanging information, altering dis-
cipline-specific approaches, sharing resources and integrat-
ing disciplines achieves a common scientific goal
(Rosenberg 1992).

Multidisciplinary Research
Researchers from a variety of disciplines work together at 
some point during a project, but have separate questions, 
separate conclusions, and disseminate in different journals.

Interdisciplinary Research
Researchers interact with the goal of transferring knowledge 
from one discipline to another. Allows researchers to inform 
each other’s work and compare individual findings.
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis

Why Transdisciplinary Studies?

Globalization, specialization, and the complex nature of 
community and world problems has heightened the need
to provide students with an education that enables them
to work collaboratively across multiple fields of study and 
develop the habits of life-long learning. 
Claremont Graduate University, Transdisciplinary Studies



agriculture
food
system
commerce
information
water

information
mobility
wellness
nourishment
shelter
entertainment

waste
energy
commerce
governance
security

http://www.agriculture.com/

